The following from Kirkus Review was not a review, but an Attack. The person that wrote it
was either homosexual or someone for same-sex marriage. The statement in their review “While
gays are celebrating their marriage victory they might as well start celebrating molestation too”
was not my “firm position against the legalization of same-sex marriages,” but talking about the
Doors same-sex marriage would Open. Same-sex marriage Opened satan’s Doors. I put some of
the Doors in Blogs Posted 4-10-2016 and 11-13-2016. Another Door same-sex marriage Opened
was Mass Shootings. That statement was early in the Book. It sounds like that was when they
got “Offended” and stopped reading and started looking for things to Attack because what they
wrote about were the most insignificant things in it. If the person had read the Book instead of
attacking it maybe they would have gotten “illumination instead of one-dimensional shock.”
If the person had read the Book, they would have known I do not care who homosexuals have
sex with. Homosexuals keep making against same-sex marriage about them. It is not against
homosexuals, but about “Marriage.” I do not have a problem with homosexuals wanting to be
together legally, but they need to call it something else like “partnership.” “Marriage” is already
taken and Belongs to God. Husband and Wife is already taken too. “Marriage” was the First
Covenant God Ordained and He Ordained it for a Man and a Woman. Homosexuals Assaulted
God even further by using the Second Covenant He Ordained, which is His Rainbow. After
hearing a homosexual “Top” say “No one is doing that to me” is what made me understand why
God is Against the Sex, but not against the bond like David and Jonathan in the Bible.
If the person had read the Book they would have understood about “the next ticket I purchased
was the ‘Mega Millions,’ which Established it.” I explained it takes three Naturals, “Applied,”
“Established” and “Sealed” to make a Spiritual. If the person had read the Book, they would
have understood the capital letters were not necessarily “sentences of great importance,” but my
Style of reiterating. If the person had read the Book they would have understood like the
Reviewer from “Readers’ Favorite” (See Above) I was not “jumping from topic to topic,” but
trying to talk a little about everything. I was trying to meet everyone somewhere. I was trying to
do that in the smallest number of pages possible. “More nuanced” to me means “Sugarcoat.” I
refuse to sugarcoat anything because then I would be a hypocrite, not “laudably honest.”
If the person had read the Book, they would have known my views are totally different from
most “Christian readers.” If the person had read the Book, they would have known I am not a
Christian, I am “Christ Like.” If the person had read the Book, they would have known God got
rid of Christian in “The Re-Birth of Christianity” (Posted at this Website). My Publisher did
read the Book and that is why they listed under “RELIGION/General” not Christian. It sounds
like the person assumed since I was against same-sex marriage I must be Christian. If the person
had read the Book maybe they would have found “similar views.” The $525.00 I paid for the
review gives people the option to post the review on Kirkus Website or not. I opted to post the
review/attack because that is the only way to use it and do advertising with them, which is what I
did. After this I did not request anymore reviews from anyone because I did not want another
person stating their feelings instead of doing their job.

Kirkus Review
A semiautobiographical collection of opinions examines Christianity and contemporary topics.
Early in her debut work, Walton offers the admonishment that “when God tells people what I am
telling them in my Books and Blogs on Judgment Day it will be TOO LATE for people to do
anything about it.” What follows is an assortment of topics about which the author expresses
passionate views. These range from the understanding that Satan is deceptive with his
appearance—“I am talking about making sure people understand he does not come dressed with
two horns”—to the idea that if Hillary Clinton had won the 2016 presidential election, “it would
have FORCED ‘TheRapture.’ ” Intermingled among such subjects, many of which have come
from the author’s blog (www.godssystem.com), are bits of personal history. There is the time the
author spent living in her car, her ongoing campaign to control her weight, and how she kept a
list of people to pray for regularly. There are also single sentences of great importance that
appear in capital letters. These range from the idea that “GOD HAS A VISION FOR ALL OF
OUR LIVES” to “IF YOU ARE GOING TO HAVE AN ANIMAL ALWAYS BE CAREFUL
AROUND OTHER PEOPLE WITH THEM AND ALWAYS CLEAN UP AFTER THEM.”
Needless to say, the wide-ranging, candid book presents a great deal of intriguing material in a
fashion that is nothing short of fiery. But the fervent passages sometimes become muddled. In
addition to jumping from topic to topic, the book offers many sentiments that are awkwardly
phrased. For example, the author mentions playing the lottery and how “the next ticket I
purchased was the ‘Mega Millions,’ which Established it.” It is not entirely clear what is being
established here. While the author fearlessly addresses controversial issues, these are not handled
in subtle ways. At one point, she shares her firm position against the legalization of same-sex
marriages: “While gays are celebrating their marriage victory they might as well start celebrating
molestation too.” Although such statements are unapologetically incendiary, more nuanced
insights would allow for illumination instead of one-dimensional shock.
While it remains laudably honest, this book will likely appeal mostly to Christian readers with
similar views.

